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Division Advisory No. 124 , s. 2018
September 7, 2018

Division-Wide Entrepreneurial Summit
1.

The Senior High School in Digos City is organizing and hosting a Division-wide
Entrepreneurial Summit on October 12-13, 2018 at the Digos City National
High School Old Gym.

2.

Participants to this Summit are the Senior High School students and teachers
who are respectively the contestants and coaches of the different events.
Attached are the letter of approval and the Matrix of Activities for the event.

3.

It is informed that the participation of the students from both public and
private schools shall be subject to the no-disruption-of-classes policy as
stipulated in DepEd Order No. 9, s. 2005, entitled "Instituting Measures to
Increase Engaged Time-on-Task and Ensuring Compliance Therewith."

4.

Further, participation of the students and teachers shall be voluntary and
non-compulsory.

5.

Teacher-participants are granted one (1) day service credit for services
rendered during holidays, Saturdays and Sundays in accordance with DepEd
Order No. 53, s. 2003 on Updated Guidelines on Grant of Vacation Service
Credits to Teachers.

6.

For information, guidance and compliance.

Ed.D.

WINNIE

/P

Officer in-Charge Office of the Schools Division Sujrintendent

'€pEd 5ch0015 cvisIon of Ou.
Ends:
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As stated

References: Letter Approval dated August 3, 2018
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SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL SUMMIT

lbj: division-wide entrepreneurial summit
7 September, 2018

Roxas Street cor. Lopez Jaena Street, Zone II, Digos City 8002
553-8396/553-8376vww.depeddigoscitvor

553-8396/553-8376/553-9170/553-8375
digos.city@deped.govph
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SCHOOLS DIVISION OF DIGOS CITY
Digos City

September 7, 201
RAQUEL L. CEDE1O, Ed.D.
School Principal II
Senior High School in Digos City
Dear Mrs. Cedeño:
This has reference to the letters of the Alliance of Accountancy. Business, and Management
Students (AABMS) of your school requesting for issuance of Division Advisory on the
conduct of the Division-Wide Entrepreneurial Summit on October 12-13, 2018 and the
granting of service credits to teachers who will participate in the said activity.
This Office has issued a Division Advisory on the said activity.
In addition, this Office grants one (1) day service credit for teacher-participants for services
rendered during holidays, Saturdays and Sundays in accordance with DepEd Order No. 53, S.
2003 on Updated Guidelines on Grant of Vacation Service Credits to Teachers.
Very truly yours,
WINN1EOON, Ed. D.
Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Dvision Superintendent
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August 14, 2018
WINNIE E. BATOON, Ed. D.

Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
City Schools Division of Digos
Sir:
Greetings!
The Alliance of Accountancy, Business, and Management Students of Senior High School in Digos City
aims to develop the business youth of this generation through various fora and ABM-related programs
and activities. To serve this cause, the AABMS will conduct a Digos City Division-wide
Entrepreneurial Summit this October 12-13, 2018.
In line with this, the AABMS would like to request a copy of Advisory Letter/Memorandum to be
sent to the schools within the City Schools Division of Digos to ensure the legitimacy and formality of
the activity.
We recognize that this notion is in need of your support. We are hoping for your consideration.
Thank you and May God bless you!
Yours Most Sincerely,
TRISTAN LLANØS N1ZA

AABMS-Presiden%

AU$TRA ROSF/REYE

/ AABMS-A,iser

ROBIN CHARLES RAI

AABMS-Advier

Attested:
RAQUIEDE1STO, Ed.D.

School rIcipa1 TI
Approved:
WINNIE E. BATOON, Ed. D.

Officer-in-Charge
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
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MECHANICS AND CRITERIA
ESSAY WRITING
1. The Essay Writing Competition shall be open to all participating schools in the
Division-wide Summit having one entry per school
A
theme that will serve as the main topic which the participants shall write about will be
2.
given during the contest proper
3. All entries shall be written in English
4. All entries must be original and previously unpublished
5. All essay will be judged according to content, originality, structure, and style
6. A paper and pen shall be provided by the organizers to be used by the contestants
7. All entries should have at least 3 paragraphs
8. The participants will be given 1 hour to write and finish their essay
Is

Content............................................................ ............... 50%
Structure......................................................................... 20%
Relevance....................................................................... 20%
Technical (Grammar)......................................................... 10%
TOTAL ........................................................................... 100%
Extemporaneous Speaking Contest
1. The extemporaneous speaking contest is open to all partidpating schools in the Division-wide summit
having one entry per school
2. The contestants will be b ri efed inside an isolated room for the mechanics to be ex plained.
3. The theme for the contest will be gin dung the briefing period
4. Contestants are given a time of 3 minutes to organize their ideas.
5. No materials may be utilized by participant to prepare for the presentation.
6. The speech will strictly be in English,
7. The length of the presentation should be bet ween 2 to 3 minutes.
8. Hand signals/Flaglets will be provided at the 1, and 2 minute marks as well as at the 30-second and
final the 10-second marks.
CRITERIA BREAKDOWN
1. Presentation (50%)
a. Vocal delivery (25%): Pronunciation, intonation, pitch, tone,projection, articulation and pace should be
considered and employed to convey the ideas, mood and argument of the speech.
b. Manner of speaking (25%): The speaker should g the appearance of relaxed self-assurance and
oonvi cli on.Movement gesture and facial expression should reinforce the vocal delivery.
2. Content (50%)
Originallty/ Evidence/Information (25%): The judges will look

for the speaker's ability to be original, to support arguments with
evidence, and to supply information, with little preparation time.
Organization (25%): The speech should have a clear beginning,middle, and end. The judges will take into
consideration whether the speech is introduced in an original fashion, how well the subject matter is
organized, and whether it is brought to a logical conclusion,
LIP SYNC BATTLE
1. The contest is open to all schools. Each school must have one entry.
2. Each contestant shall be given a number to determine the sequence of performance
3. The group must consist with a minimum of 5 members and maximum of 7 members
4. Each group must bring their own music.
5. Maximum time limit for the performance is 4 mins.
6. If stage sets or other significant props are used, contestants are allowed 2 mins for
set-up and 2 mins for tear-down
7. All songs and performances must be in good taste and must be PG-13: no excessive
vulgar language or inappropriate exposure
8. Costumes worn must be appropriate to the song and must not be too revealing in any
manner.
9. Contestants are not allowed to repeat their performance in the event of mistake made
unless required by the jury.
10.Judges decision will be irrevocable and final.
11.The winner of a contest will receive an award.

CRITERIA
Lip sync abilities.. ........... .................................................... 40%
Appearance and stage presence............................................ 30%
Overall creativity.................................................................. 20%
Crowdappeal..................................................................... 10%
TOTAL............................................................................ 100%
POP DANCE COMPETITION
1. Each team shall be composed of at least 6 to 12 dancers as the entry for their school.
Each school will only have one entry.
2. Each team shall bring at least two (2) copies of their music during the competition.
(This shall be checked by the officer in-charge 5 minutes before the program starts).
3. The team is NOT ALLOWED to wear pointed jewelries during the performance. (This
shall be check by the officer in-charge 5 minutes before the program starts).
Accessories must be safe and shall not in any way harm the pair during the routines.
4. Costumes must follow standard pop dancing attire and must be free from hazardous
materials such as pins and pointed objects.
5. Each team shall be represented by the Adviser in-charge.
6. Organizers have the right to stop a routine if there is an injured performer on the floor
during the actual performance. In this event, the routine is scored accordingly and will
not be given a continuation.
7. A 2-point deduction from the overall score for every violation to the general rules.
8. A minimum of 2 minutes and a maximum 3 minutes performance including
preparation, entrance, and exit
9. The decision of the Board of Judges is FINAL and IRREVOCABLE.
CRITERIA
SHOWMANSHIP ....................................................... 30%

.25%
EXECUTION
CHOREOGRAPHY....................................................25%
AUDIENCE IMPACT ...... .................. ........................... 20%
TOTAL...................................................................100%

QUIZ BEE
I. The coverage of the quiz bee includes General Information, Accounting, Business and
Entrepreneurship.
2. It is open to all Senior High School Students in Digos City. There will be a maximum of two
(2) teams per school with three (3) competing members each.
3. The group representative will write their answers on the white board provided by the
facilitators of the event.
4. All groups will answer the same set of questions in writing. Before the question is read, the
members will raise their marker.
5. There will be three (3) components in the competition namely: Easy, Average, and
Difficult round. There will be a clincher round if a tie on the final bout will happen.
6. The easy round has twenty (20) questions worth I point, the average round has fifteen (15)
questions worth 3 points and difficult round has ten (10) questions worth 5 points.
7. The questions will be read by the quiz master twice.
flgfl, only then the group writer
8. After the second (2nd) reading, the quiz master shall say
be allowed to write their answers. Automatically, the ten (10) second time-limit will begin
after the hint of the quiz master for the easy round, fifteen (15) second time-limit for the
average round, and thirty (30) second time-limit for the difficult round. However, every
question that involves computation, the time limit will be raised to one (1) minute.
9. After the time-limit, the bell will be pressed by the time-keeper. The group must
immediately raise their white boards.
10. The quiz master shall read and verify the group's answer.
11. If there will be protests regarding the answer of the question or the question itself, it will
be entertained and validated by the quiz panel only before proceeding to the next question.
12. In this contest, there will be an elimination in each round. Only the top ten (1 0) groups in
the easy round will proceed to the average round, highest five (5) from the average will go to
the difficult round and only the top (3) groups will be declared winners. With this, each round
will be "back to zero" to determine the highest pointers.
13. The group who gets the highest number of points is automatically declared the champion
or the runner up. The groups who have the same score in the final round will move to the
clincher round for a tie breaker.
14. The first group to hit the correct answer in the clincher round will be declared for the
place.

SINGING CONTEST
1. The contest is open to all school. Each school must have one entry.
2. Each contestant shall be given a number to determine the sequence of performance
3. Each contestant has the chance to choose song of his/her choice.
4. The contestant will sing a song with a time limit of 5 mins. Beyond this limit, a total of 5
points will be deducted from the total score.
5. All songs and performances must be in good taste. Please keep performance PG-13:
no excessive vulgar language or inappropriate exposure
6. Costumes worn must be appropriate to the song and must not be too revealing in any
manner.

7. Contestants must memorize the song they will be performing.
8. Contestants are not allowed to repeat their performance in the event of mistake made
unless required by the jury.
9. Judges decision will be irrevocable and final.
10. The winner of a contest will receive an award.

CRITERIA
Voice (quality, tone)...........................................................30%
Pronunciation (clarity, enunciation, style of enunciation)............30%
Timing (pace, synchronized with music).................................10%
Stage presence (confidence, suitable clothes) ........................10%
Mastery of lyrics (no errors or lapses in memory)......................10%
Overallimpact...................................................................10%
TOTAL..........................................................................100%
Noted.

TRISTAIUMA NIA
AA WS-President

/4 JA AJ
RAK AVTRA RO8E REY
/ MBMS-viser
iser

Attested:
RAQ1EDEIO, Ed.D.
Schoor1hcipal II

Approved:

WINNIE E. BATOON, Ed.D.
Office of the Schools Division Superintendent
Officer-in-Charge

ROBIN CHA
AABMS-Adviser

MBA, LPT

